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Malaysia's high-definition television (HDTV) market has been booming in recent years and continues to grow at a "doubling"
rate compounded annually! The number of HD TVs sold in the country now numbers over 1 million, and is expected to be
around two million by 2020, making the country one of the world's fastest adopters of HD broadcast technologies. Through the
introduction of advanced technologies including IPTV, HbbTV, and advanced conditional access system (ACAS) to facilitate
viewers' access to multi-channel content, the country's three main free-to-air providers - Astro All Asia Networks Pte Ltd
(Astro), Media Prima Berhad (Media Prima), and RTM - are advancing their respective High Definition (HD) services. As at
2014, Malaysia’s three main free-to-air broadcasters are offering high definition channels in line with the country's advancement
in its digital television network.

Malaysia currently has 4 high definition channels. 

HD satellite television provides viewers with high definition channels.

HDudus HDUs - New HD FTA Channel 1. HDudus HDUs - HD FTA Channel 

Malaysia currently has 14 digital terrestrial television (DTT) networks.

The first free-to-air local private TV station, Tunas TV Ltd., was launched on 31 August 2001, followed by UTV Telemedia
Ltd.'s Media Prima TV Malaysia Incorporated on 22 April 2002. The "first wave" of television broadcasters was completed with
the launch of M6 Telematic Sdn Bhd's Astro Channel 4 on 22 April 2002. Astro Channel 7 followed on 1 November 2002,
followed by the launch of RTM Televisyen Malaysia Berhad's new channel 9 on 18 April 2004. In 2005, Tunas TV and Media
Prima merged to form Media Prima Sdn Bhd. In 2008, M6 Telemedia Sdn Bhd was formed as a subsidiary of Astro
Corporation Berhad. In 2009, Astro Channel 8 started broadcasting in High Definition (HD). On 3 March 2010, Media Prima
announced that it will be shutting down its two analog TV stations, namely RTM TV and RTV8. This marked the end of RTM's
presence in television broadcasting in Malaysia. 1. Malaysia's Private TV Stations 2.Malaysia's FM Stations (FM Radio Stations)
3.Malaysia's TV Stations 4.Malaysia's Radio Stations
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